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Partners In Courage, November 2012
Sermon by Wes Daughenbaugh

INCREASING CHAOS &

INCREASING GLORY
Is. 60:1-3 “Arise, shine, for your light has come, and the glory of the LORD rises upon you. See,
darkness covers the earth and thick darkness is over the peoples, but the LORD rises upon you and
his glory appears over you. Nations will come to your light, and kings to the brightness of your
dawn.”

PART ONE: THE COMING CHAOS
The last weekend in October, 2012 Bonnie and I went to Orlando, Florida to hear Ken and Annie
Schisler. They live in Uruguay but felt led to do a conference in the USA. For years I’ve enjoyed Annie’s
books where she describes what she sees when the Lord takes her into the Spirit and tells her to “Look.”
I’ve never read anything from her that came off kooky. Her prophetic visions have been very inspiring
and informative to me for many years—so I view her as very credible.
She said that in August of 2012 the Lord revealed to her that Israel was going to attack Iran and
use weapons they had developed in secret which no one had ever seen in battle before. The USA would
try to avoid becoming involved but as the war widens it will be drawn in. Even though the President will
want to avoid the war he will not be able to because of mutual treaties with Israel.
She said this would “change everything.” She spoke in Spanish and her husband interpreted. She
had asked God how soon this will happen and if I understood correctly, God told her it was imminent and
was going to happen as fast as a person could blink.
A second revelation from her was that the Lord was going to allow our government to basically be
controlled by evil spirits so that every decision would be wrong. The Lord told her this would happen in
Argentina, the country where she found Christ back in the early 1970’s. He told her that Argentina would
be laboratory of sorts for evil spirits to experiment with ways to oppress people through government.
God was allowing this because the church in Argentina had left its main mission. Through the
difficulties God was allowing He was bringing His people into great intimacy with Him which would
actually prove better for them. She said America’s government and the resulting chaos would be very
similar to the conditions in Argentina because the American Church, like the one in Argentina was off
mission and had strayed from the Lord.
**** For months I followed our Presidential election, hoping that somehow we would have a
reprieve and that our way of life with its prosperity, ease and freedoms would somehow continue for a
while longer. After the election I now realize that the comfort, ease and prosperity we would all like to
see in the natural is going to disappear and we’ll have to find our comfort, blessing and provision through
deepening our love for God and our dependence upon Him. While we can be involved in politics, and I
think good citizenship calls for involvement, it’s really a spiritual battle, not a political one.
To sum it up, God is the one doing the shaking. He is doing this for His own purposes and is not
alarmed as if His people will suffer harm. He knows that He can let huge problems develop which will
humble sinners and destroy the unrepentant while all the time mixing His grace with the problems
so that His own are experiencing miracles and constant loving care while the wicked experience
judgment and terror.
**** WHY WOULD I WANT YOU TO BELIEVE THINGS WILL BECOME REALLY
DIFFICULT IN AMERICA? Because knowing these things gives you a head start in pursuing your
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comfort from the ONE SOURCE where you can get it---A DEEP AND INTIMATE FRIENDSHIP
WITH THE FATHER, SON AND HOLY SPIRIT.
**** JUST HOW GREAT WILL THE CHAOS BECOME?
Here’s a vision Annie had around 30 years ago. I’m sure it refers to America.
“When I entered prayer today He showed me a strange and highly favored people whom He did
not identify. Upon these He had showered great blessing, covering them with Himself and protecting
them from every storm and buffeting. Protected and freed from fightings and warrings, they were not
given the terrible stresses and strains that other people were given. They were a remarkably free people in
this sense.
“Nevertheless, few of them had the wisdom to correctly use this protection from the Lord over
their lives, and as a result, they didn’t seek the Lord or draw near to Him or open their hearts to Him.
They could have drawn very near to Him through the blessings of His covering, yet they didn’t utilize this
ability. To the contrary, instead of taking advantage of this protection to be enabled to seek Him and draw
near to Him, they sought Him still less, wandering ever farther away from Him. All, save a very few,
relaxed and were at ease drawing ever farther away from the Lord. It seemed that only a few sought Him
and drew near to Him.
“After the lapse of a long period of time the scene changed, and I saw the Lord arise in wrath and
send forth storms, buffetings, tribulation and many evil things against those who had abused their
privileges. Their condition was worse than that of those who had not been so protected by His
covering. Only a few were able to survive these things; the rest seemed to be dissolved, as it were, by the
fightings, pressures, storms and buffetings that now came against them. They had not had the wisdom to
rightly use His blessings to them.” (END OF PROPHETIC VISION)
I read this prophetic vision about ten years ago and never realized it was about America. But when
I read it recently—it hit me with jarring clarity. No other nation or people could be referred to here
EXCEPT America. I believe the long period of time is up and the scene has NOW CHANGED.
The Holy Spirit is EARNESTLY CALLING TO ALL WHO WILL HEAR:
Is. 55:6-7 Seek the LORD while he may be found; call on him while he is near. Let the wicked
forsake his way and the evil man his thoughts. Let him turn to the LORD, and he will have mercy
on him, and to our God, for he will freely pardon.
Zeph. 2:3 Seek the LORD, all you humble of the land, you who do what he commands. Seek
righteousness, seek humility; perhaps you will be sheltered on the day of the LORD’s anger.
(Perhaps means—perhaps you’ll seek Him earnestly and sincerely. Then you will be sheltered.)
Luke 21:36 Be always on the watch, and pray that you may be able to escape all that is about to
happen, and that you may be able to stand before the Son of Man.”

A NEW RELEASE OF EVIL SPIRITS WILL BRING THIS CHAOS.
Here’s a prophetic vision from Annie’s latest booklet, VISIONS FROM ON HIGH II
“The Lord opened my spiritual eyes and I could view, with increasing clarity (how in the present time),
evil spirits were released in an unprecedented way upon the Earth. Note. These spirits exercised their
powers only within the limitations pre-established by God. An example would be when Jesus allowed the
demons to go into the herd of pigs. I saw that any person not truly submitted to God or in real connection
with Him, was totally susceptible to domination by the demonic forces. It was evident the enemy would
take over all that was not clearly defined for God. When the enemy took dominion of people’s lives, it
produced a complete spiritual void.

However, in parallel to this increased manifestation of the forces of darkness, God
showed me that He was releasing a greater and special grace upon His children.
Consequently, they would abound in supernatural capacities, which would enable them to upset and
completely overcome the onslaughts and assaults of the enemy.
The Lord gave me to understand there would be an outer manifestation of the inner divine
enablement flowing from this special grace assigned to His people. It was given to me to witness the
realm of this divine operation, especially in relation to the exertion of the spiritual authority through His
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own (those truly surrendered to Christ). After being infused with the glorious power of Jesus, they were
powerfully used on the Earth. In consequence, I saw the evil spirits of darkness withdrew from each one
of the places where they had been operating.
However the Lord pointed out that the opposition and resistance of the enemy against His own
would intensify as never before. Nevertheless, God’s people would be formed into a mighty spearhead
(that while they have the ability to penetrate and open breaches, they would also have the power to absorb
and dissipate the energy of the impact).
Even so, as His own move forward in this operation of God it will bring a great harvest and many
lives will be rescued, as the Spirit moves with singular grace and power.” (Pages 5-7, VISIONS FROM
ON HIGH).
**** Let me give some Scriptural references about evil spirits being released. Bill Wiese, author
of 23 MINUTES IN HELL was taken by the Spirit of God to hell for exactly 23 minutes. He saw that
innumerable demons were chained to the walls of the pit. Many were being released. Apparently, God
has kept most evil spirits shut away from mankind so that life on earth would be possible. However, in
times of judgment, God can release these spirits. Examples that show this principle: Rev. 9:1-4 The fifth
angel sounded his trumpet, and I saw a star that had fallen from the sky to the earth. The star was
given the key to the shaft of the Abyss. When he opened the Abyss, smoke rose from it like the
smoke from a gigantic furnace. The sun and sky were darkened by the smoke from the Abyss. And
out of the smoke locusts came down upon the earth and were given power like that of scorpions of
the earth. They were told not to harm the grass of the earth or any plant or tree, but only those
people who did not have the seal of God on their foreheads. Rev. 9:14-15 It said to the sixth angel
who had the trumpet, “Release the four angels who are bound at the great river Euphrates.” And
the four angels who had been kept ready for this very hour and day and month and year were
released to kill a third of mankind.
**** Apparently, as we approach the end of the age, more and more evil spirits are being released
because the sins of mankind call for this kind of judgment. Thus—God gives people over to the evil they
desire as explained in Romans 1. The good news for God’s very own is this: God is at the same
time releasing more of His grace, light and anointing to more than compensate. As always it
will be, “Ye are of God, little children, and have overcome them: because greater is he that is in you,
than he that is in the world.” ( 1 John 4:4).

PART TWO: HIS PURPOSE IS TO REVEAL HIS GLORY
Why would God allow such trials and tribulations to come upon this nation? We can understand
that these things will come because people have strayed from God and these are judgments upon
wickedness. But how will God use these things to bless and glorify the righteous? How will this result in
increasing GLORY?

1. HE WILL USE THESE THINGS TO AROUSE THE SLEEPING AND LUKE
WARM ONES IN HIS CHURCH, GIVING THEM A CONVICTION OF THEIR
GREAT NEED OF HIM.
From Annie Schisler’s book, VISIONS FROM ON HIGH: “Although on one hand God allowed
these forces to arise in great shakings and judgment, on the other hand His purpose was to arouse the
sleeping and lukewarm ones in His church to a conviction of great need. Jesus would use all this as if it
were tools or instruments of corrective judgment, in which nothing was missing to purify and bring them
to Himself.” (Page 27-28)
Rom. 13:11 And do this, understanding the present time. The hour has come for you to wake
up from your slumber, because our salvation is nearer now than when we first believed.
Rev. 3:2-3 “Wake up! Strengthen what remains and is about to die, for I have not found your deeds
complete in the sight of my God. Remember, therefore, what you have received and heard; obey it,
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and repent. But if you do not wake up, I will come like a thief, and you will not know at what time
I will come to you.
Rev. 3:4-5 “Yet you have a few people in Sardis who have not soiled their clothes. They will
walk with me, dressed in white, for they are worthy. He who overcomes will, like them, be dressed
in white. I will never blot out his name from the book of life, but will acknowledge his name before
my Father and his angels.”
Eph. 5:11-14 Have nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but rather expose them.
For it is shameful even to mention what the disobedient do in secret. But everything exposed by the
light becomes visible, for it is light that makes everything visible. This is why it is said: “Wake up, O
sleeper, rise from the dead, and Christ will shine on you.”
Eph. 5:15-16 Be very careful, then, how you live—not as unwise but as wise, making the most of
every opportunity, because the days are evil.
**** If God’s people are NOT AWAKE then they are in danger of being forever in spiritual
darkness without Christ shining on them. Those who are spiritual asleep are in danger of spiritual death—
their faith is about to die. Their names are in danger of being blotted out from the Book of Life. If God’s
people are not awake then they are living in darkness, death and foolishness.
Rev. 3:15-16 I know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. I wish you were either one
or the other! So, because you are lukewarm—neither hot nor cold—I am about to spit you out of
my mouth.
**** It’s very bad to be lukewarm and asleep, spiritually! The church has been like Jonah, asleep
in the boat. It took a great storm and the greater trial of being thrown into the raging sea to convince Jonah
of his need to submit to God and obey Him. The result of his spiritual awakening was the greatest revival
in the Old Testament—the most wicked city of all (the capital of Assyria) completely repenting of sin.

2. GOD WILL USE THESE TRIALS TO RELEASE THE PEOPLE FROM
DISTRACTIONS OF INDIFFERENCE, RELIGIOUSITY AND SPIRITUAL DEATH.
From VISIONS FROM ON HIGH, “Simultaneously with all the spiritual events already
mentioned, God has provided a great spiritual awakening and a revival of His Life and Light in this hour.
This awakening will transform numerous lives in which a reality and knowledge of the person of Christ
will become more apparent. Although the commotion and movements of darkness upon the earth seem so
terrible, God will however efficiently use it to RELEASE the people from distractions of indifference,
religiosity and spiritual death” (Page 35-36).
Luke 4:18-19 “The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to preach good
news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight for
the blind, to release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.”
RELEASE FROM WHAT? Release from spiritual oppression. In other words, when spiritual
oppression is operating through prosperity, ease and comfort it’s much harder to spot! It’s hard for people
to believe they are spiritually entrapped! But when oppression is obvious people REALIZE they are
trapped and can call out for Jesus to release them! Thus, they will be released from traps and snares of sin
and deception! Prov. 11:6 The righteousness of the upright delivers them, but the unfaithful are
trapped by evil desires.
Ezek. 16:49 Now this was the sin of your sister Sodom: She and her daughters were arrogant,
overfed and unconcerned; they did not help the poor and needy. They were so prosperous that they
didn’t realize they were bound by sin. Thus, they never repented and were destroyed. How much better
to have trials that show us our great need of a Savior?

3. GOD WILL USE THESE TRIALS TO BRING CLEANSING TO HIS OWN.
From VISIONS FROM ON HIGH II, “As mentioned before, the judgment of God, which manifested in
Argentina, would be used as a healing instrument for His people. It would be like a delicate surgical
procedure carried out by a physician. God would work in restoration and salvation. This divine judgment
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would act as a gigantic sieve that would separate and cleanse His people from sin and darkness” (Page
33).
Is. 1:4-6 Ah, sinful nation, a people loaded with guilt, a brood of evildoers, children given to
corruption! They have forsaken the LORD; they have spurned the Holy One of Israel and turned
their backs on him. Why should you be beaten anymore? Why do you persist in rebellion? Your
whole head is injured, your whole heart afflicted. From the sole of your foot to the top of your head
there is no soundness— only wounds and welts and open sores, not cleansed or bandaged or soothed
with oil.
**** The nation of Judah was in great idolatry and rebellion. So God was sending one judgment
after another. Yet they did not repent. If they repented their “wounds” would be CLEANSED. Their sins
would be forgiven. While many will NOT repent even during these judgments, some will.
James 4:8 Draw nigh to God, and he will draw nigh to you. Cleanse your hands, ye sinners; and
purify your hearts, ye double minded.
1John 1:9 If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from
all unrighteousness.

4. GOD WILL USE TERRIBLE TIMES TO CAUSE NEW AND GREATER
SPIRITUAL “OPENINGS.”
Openings are of two kinds. 1. Openings into God and His Presence and 2. Openings into the
enemy’s territories so that people will be saved who were formerly captives to Satan.
Rev. 3:8 KJV I know thy works: behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut
it: for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name.
Col. 4:3 KJV Withal praying also for us, that God would open unto us a door of utterance, to speak
the mystery of Christ, for which I am also in bonds:
Annie Schisler in I SAW THE LORD, book 4, page 30. “In the Spirit, I again saw the vision of
the circle of mighty men who were valiantly pressing on in battle against their enemies. Others within the
circle were following behind the valiant, warring ones and as they opened new frontiers, those following
were claiming new territory. The more battles these valiant ones fought against the enemy, with their
sharp weapons with fine cutting edges, the more they won, and the more they extended the frontiers still
farther out. Just as soon as the mighty men stepped forth into new territory, those within the circle who
were following them entered into the new places that had been opened up. This whole process was a vast
operation, extending over a great field on all sides and continuing to extend. The battle continued
ceaselessly; there was no end to the great places the valiant ones were to occupy in Him.”
**** God taught me in my early 20’s that when people were in their “hour of greatest need” they
were most open to hearing about God’s love and the love of His church for them. The whole world is
going to be plunged into an HOUR OF GREATEST NEED. God’s people will be more anointed than
ever to bring God’s presence, truth, light and love into places of chaos and desperation.

5. GOD WILL USE TURMOIL TO AWAKEN NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIS
OWN.
From VISIONS FROM ON HIGH II, “From one place to another, the world would be shaken like
an earthquake. However, God will use this state of turmoil to awaken new opportunities for His own. The
commotion and the darkness surrounding us, is gloriously contrasted by showing the triumph of His
purpose above all! The hour which seemed destined to darkness and chaos, would result in complete
victory and expectation for His own!
“Those who belong to Him will rejoice in trials as if it were the hour of greatest grace they have
ever lived” (Page 17-18)
**** A faith concept I’ve taught for years is that “the bigger the problem, the more the grace and
the greater the miracle.” I’ve taught for years that we should view every problem as an opportunity—raw
material for a miracle.
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When we are in right relationship with God and His grace is flowing to us—an abundance of
problems means an abundance of opportunity for God glorifying miracles! John 9:3 “This happened
that the work of God might be displayed.” John 11:4 It (a huge problem) is for God’s glory so that
God’s Son may be glorified through it.” John 13:31-32 When he was gone, Jesus said, “Now is the
Son of Man glorified and God is glorified in him. If God is glorified in him, God will glorify the Son
in himself, and will glorify him at once.
These comments of Jesus came in regard to three problems—each greater than the last. First, a
man born blind. Second—a friend who was dead for four days. Third—betrayal, torture and crucifixion.
Yet the Father mixed grace with all three problems—each resulting in glory coming to Jesus.

6. GOD WILL USE THESE TRIALS TO DEVELOP A NEW SPIRITUAL
KEENNESS IN HIS PEOPLE.
Annie Schisler, VISIONS FROM ON HIGH II, (Pages 21-22)
“I saw a very high and glorious army, powerful and dazzling, coming to operate on His children
everywhere on Earth. This army of light, sent exclusively to pour out and share the abundant provision of
the Lord with His own, was in marked contrast to the forces that caused the judgments. It was a
manifestation of abundance in the midst of shortage and need.
Such an elevated army, of powerful angels shinning in glorious formation was ready to work as
God called them to do so, and the time was now. It appeared so perfect, like pieces that fit exactly in
place, just like a puzzle. The faces and demeanor of the angelic beings, was of sheer determination and
obedience in all they had to do, nothing could prevent them from fulfilling the perfect will of God. I could
see those angels had glow and fire in their feet that made them even more powerful and swift; that fire
kindled them to accurately and completely fulfill God’s purpose.
When I saw up close what seemed to be weapons to me, until I realized that they were actually
beautiful celestial tools to work in His children. In God’s eyes, these instruments were seen as jewelry,
diamonds and precious stones, containing the very life and light of Christ, prepared by Him to beautify
His own. They were dazzling and of a blinding brilliance. Jesus had to cover me in a special way because
of such intense brightness.
That great army of light and grace operated simultaneously with the army of judgment already
mentioned. I saw a cloud of bright translucence shining like the sun, before the hosts of light, which
guided them and opened the way through the storm of darkness. That army of angels was not worried at
all at the darkness or any kind of shadow, because they had the capacity to dissipate darkness as soon as
they made contact with it. Pure and perfect light extended and filled the place wherever that army moved
set foot upon.
That formation of angels of great glory and light (clustered in a perfect way around God’s children
and with great vehemence, ardor and determination) began to operate those attractive and beautiful
celestial tools in the lives of God’s beloved. He showed me He would set a special time in history, in
which His work of restoration and transformation would be very evident.
I could see in contrast, that many who could potentially be part of it, withdrew, as a result of
rejecting that work of light and became part of the darkness. Those lives intended to be with Christ as
first, but rejected the operations or the work of the tools harnessed by the angels of God. Therefore were
separated and cast away to the darkness.”

God remarked that it was a unique and exclusive opportunity to be trained,
prepared and developed into a new spiritual keenness. This operation takes place in phases in
our lives and we should not neglect the connection between one phase and the other. Here is where our
cooperation and collaboration is necessary, remaining alert and vigilant regarding the disposition of the
heart.”
A new spiritual keenness would mean that we could hear what God is saying and see what God is
doing. Thus, we would be filled with Christ-like faith from a full and constant revelation of God’s will.
Spiritual keenness would be the ability to know and perceive God’s will.
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1John 5:14-15 This is the confidence we have in approaching God: that if we ask anything
according to his will, he hears us. And if we know that he hears us—whatever we ask—we know
that we have what we asked of him.
John 5:19-20 Jesus gave them this answer: “I tell you the truth, the Son can do nothing by
himself; he can do only what he sees his Father doing, because whatever the Father does the Son
also does. For the Father loves the Son and shows him all he does. Yes, to your amazement he will
show him even greater things than these.
**** A new spiritual keenness would mean we could pick up on the revelation of God’s will, hear
what He says and see what He is doing. Thus we would be enabled to do the works of Christ and even
greater works.
Jesus said, “I tell you the truth, anyone who has faith in me will do what I have been doing.
He will do even greater things than these, because I am going to the Father” (John 14:12).
**** A spiritual keenness would also mean that we would be enabled to see right through
deceptive things and perceive truth in all things. What a benefit that would be. John 2:25 He did not need
man’s testimony about man, for he knew what was in a man.
**** Why would some withdraw? I suppose because they would not like what this TRUTH
revealed about their own hearts. If we would know was is in others we must first be willing to bear being
shown what is in our own hearts—and then humble ourselves and ask for the needed changes.
Is. 30:9-11 These are rebellious people, deceitful children, children unwilling to listen to the
LORD’s instruction. They say to the seers, “See no more visions!” and to the prophets, “Give us no
more visions of what is right! Tell us pleasant things, prophesy illusions. Leave this way, get off this
path, and stop confronting us with the Holy One of Israel!”

7. GOD WILL USE WORLD CHAOS TO BRING IN A GREAT HARVEST OF
RIGHTEOUSNESS.
“The Lord kept admonishing His children to make the appropriate decisions of commitment so as to
prepare them for this high calling. The Lord said that this is a time of great peril but also a time of
glorious accomplishments. Not only the trials will be deployed, but the exceeding grace will also be
beautifully and richly shed upon His children. (Visions From On High II, page 23)
Heb. 12:11 No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but painful. Later on, however, it produces a
harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have been trained by it.
Rev. 14:15 Then another angel came out of the temple and called in a loud voice to him who was
sitting on the cloud, “Take your sickle and reap, because the time to reap has come, for the harvest
of the earth is ripe.”
John 4:35-38 Jesus said, “Do you not say, ‘Four months more and then the harvest’? I tell
you, open your eyes and look at the fields! They are ripe for harvest. Even now the reaper draws his
wages, even now he harvests the crop for eternal life, so that the sower and the reaper may be glad
together. Thus the saying ‘One sows and another reaps’ is true. I sent you to reap what you have
not worked for. Others have done the hard work, and you have reaped the benefits of their labor.”
**** It has always been “harvest time” but the greatest harvest of all will be reaped by those who
stay true to Christ as the world plunges into great chaos.

PART 3: WHAT WE MUST DO
1. DELIGHT YOURSELF IN THE LORD
Psa. 37:4 Delight yourself in the LORD and he will give you the desires of your heart.
From I SAW THE LORD, book 3, page 66, “He showed me a people who were separated and
set apart from the rest. In them—and unto them—He had fully manifested Himself and spoke with them
in the love of an intimate relationship. They were a people very dear to Him and were His own ones in a
unique relationship. To them His word came and His love covered them constantly. They were very
special in His sight and were different from the rest of His own. They knew Him…and to them he ever
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manifested Himself so that they would know Him even more. These were His delight and they delighted
in Him.
“Afterwards I saw another people who were sons of light, also, but their light was far inferior.
Because they were fearful of coming near to Him, He could not draw near to them as to His dear ones of
the first group, for they were unable to withstand the glory of His presence. They were not prepared for
they had feared the preparation and had drawn back from His workings. Therefore, they could not receive
Him directly as His special loved ones were able to receive Him. The second group could only receive
His words and workings through those of the first group for they could not come to Him directly. All they
received came to them through those special ones of His love. From these they could receive His words
and works, for He could never come to them directly or manifest Himself to them.
“Then he showed me a third group who feared to draw near to Him at all. Terribly afraid of Him
they did not desire Him in their inner hearts. I saw that their states were defined and sealed and there was
no altering of them.
He said, ‘I shall never receive or draw near to them for they are false ones. Although they gather
together with my own ones, they are not mine nor will they ever draw near to me so that I might change
them. Nevertheless, they pretend to be my very own ones. These are those who are most tranquil in their
deceived state—conformists who rest upon their own deceits. Their hearts—which are like stones—are
full of death. These shall be separated and forever lost.’”
Let us DELIGHT in God by craving His voice, His truth, His perspective, His reminders, His
convictions of sin and of righteousness and of judgment. Let us earnestly plead with Him for
examination, for His operations upon our hearts so that we are changed into His image. Let us delight in
finding time to spend with Him. Psa. 139:23 Search me, O God, and know my heart.

2. HUMBLE YOURSELF BEFORE THE LORD.
One of the few visions that Annie shared in person in that meeting in Orlando was one where God
showed her a great house of provision—which was really Himself. It had doors and windows, but He
sealed them. People with big distorted heads were trying to get in but were unable to. He placed her
inside and she didn’t know how she got inside. Then she saw the floor was moving like liquid wax. His
own had been melted, as it were, so that they could flow in via the floor!
I’m sure we would all like to get into the great warehouse of glorious provision of the Lord where
we’ll find everything we need. Only the truly humble will get in.
Psa. 18:27 You save the humble but bring low those whose eyes are haughty.
Psa. 25:9 He guides the humble in what is right and teaches them his way.
Psa. 147:6 The LORD sustains the humble but casts the wicked to the ground.
Psa. 149:4 For the LORD takes delight in his people; he crowns the humble with salvation.
Prov. 3:34 He mocks proud mockers but gives grace to the humble.

3. EAGERLY SEEK TO CONNECT WITH GOD
From VISIONS FROM ON HIGH, page 12, “The heavens opened to outburst a new and mighty river
flowing from Jesus. While descending, it came down with a thunderous sound, like rushing of many
waters, which testified about the abundant provision of His glorious person. I was shown that while some
part of those waters flowed over the land, the rest of the torrent came to a certain height or a certain level
and then remained quiet like a gigantic dam suspended over His own. Jesus told me that His children
should eagerly seek to connect with this reservoir (which represented the constant revelation of Christ).
His children were required to stand up, reach and gain access to that glorious and great provision.” Psa.
34:10 The lions may grow weak and hungry, but those who seek the LORD lack no good thing.

I LOVE YOU! GOD BLESS YOU!

